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Loading.... I received this message today:
Thank you for registering your interest in
EMC. We appreciate your time and look

forward to your response. We have
received your request and have placed it in
our queue. It will be reviewed by a member
of our team within 2 business days. Does
anyone know what this means and if I've
actually been selected. A: You've been

selected. They have received your request
and have placed it in our queue. They need
to review and decide what they want to do
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with your request. They have placed it in
their queue for them to consider. It will be
reviewed by a member of their team within
2 business days. Q: Can't understand the

logic behind the GET method on the
Android WebView I've spent a fair amount

of time lately trying to implement the
WebView into my app, and I can't seem to
figure out how the initial call works. I know

it relies on the intent keyword, but after
I've set up the webview to not override the
back button on the home activity and set

the user-agent string to that of my app, the
app does not get called when opening the

following URLs: To my understanding it
should be looking for the page at the initial
URL and since the request is coming from

an unsecure channel, it is redirected to the
startURL specified in the WebViewClient,
which I confirm to be right by logging it to
the logcat. I know it's a little background,

but can someone explain what I'm missing
or even if there's a library I can use to help
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me with this to avoid having to write the
logic myself? A: This seems to be a bug

with the WebKit framework. I submitted the
issue to Google this morning with the help
of the Chromium project where they are

currently working on the WebKit. The issue
is a bit of a catch 22 as I was able to get

started off, but an error was thrown on me
while loading the page. The problem is that
they were not checking the intent to see if

it was a valid request. If the page gets
routed to a different domain, it will stay
there until the user disconnects and this
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